LEGEND

EARLIER GREEK
LATER GREEK
EARLIER ROMAN
ROMAN—LATE I CENT. A.D.
ROMAN—II CENT. A.D.
LATER ROMAN
A. BYZANTINE
CLAY

PEIRENE: PLAN SHOWING PERIODS
PEIRENE: PLAN OF UNDERGROUND SYSTEM

SCALE 1:800
1. Peirene: Elevation of Façade and Section through Hypaithros Krene, Present State

2. Peirene: Elevation of East Side of Court and Section through Chamber IV, Present State
1. Peirene: Elevation of North Side of Court and Section through West and East Exedrae, Present State

2. Peirene: Section through North Entrances, Present State

3. Peirene: Elevation of West Side of Court, Present State
1. PEIRENE: RESTORED PLAN, GREEK PERIOD

2. PEIRENE: RESTORED PLAN, EARLY ROMAN PERIOD
1. Peirene: Restored Plan, Period of Herodes Atticus

2. Peirene: Restored Plan, Late Roman and Byzantine Periods
1. Peirene: Restored Elevation, Greek Period

2. Peirene: Restored Elevation, Early Roman Period
1. Peirene: Chamber III, West Side Wall

2. Peirene: Chamber I, East Side Wall, First Decoration
Sacred Spring: Triglyphon Frieze I, South of Stairway to Fountain House
1. SACRED SPRING AREA: ACTUAL STATE PLAN

2. SACRED SPRING AREA: TRIGLYPHON FRIEZES I, II AND III
TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF CORINTH SHOWING LOCATION OF WATER SOURCES

1. Peirene
2. Sacred Spring
3. Glauke
4. Paloukovrysi
5. Tsibouri
6. Kachrou
7. Tekke
8. Mourat Aga
9. Kakavi
10. Hadji Mustafa
11. Lerna (Kriebardi)
12. 13.
15. Baths of Aphrodite

(see names for other numbers)